Meaning definitions through lexical (macro) functions: Old English QUANTITY, SIZE and RANK
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The aim of this article is to complete and systematize affixal meaning definitions by examining the Old English derived nominal and adjectival lexicon from a structural-functional framework. The main dictionaries of reference in this language have proven to contribute limited affixal information; besides, one and the same dictionary organizes its affixal entries quite dissimilarly both formally and content-wise. Given this background, the present work offers an insight into the derived lexicon and suggests more accurate definitions based on an approach that explains form and meaning associations in terms of lexical functions and macrofunctions. The data of analysis have been retrieved from the lexical database of Old English Nerthus, which has supplied the inventory of affixes and of affixed nouns and adjectives performing a lexical function belonging to the semantic categories QUANTITY, SIZE or RANK, which apply whenever an entity or a property experience an increase or a decrease in quantity, quality or status respectively. Each affix is defined conforming to the different meanings it conveys, the source and target categories involved in the derivation process and the predicates that fit the rule in each case. An approach based on form and meaning associations in the definition of affixal meaning has demonstrated to have major implications not only in the field of lexicology but also of lexicography inasmuch as it permits to revise, complete and enhance dictionary entries and gain systematicity in the manner the information is rendered.
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1. Introduction and state of the art

Research in the field of Old English lexicology and derivational morphology has mostly revolved around formal aspects and the syntagmatics of the process. Although with significant differences, the works published by Kastovsky (1968, 1986, 1989, 1990, 1992, 2006), Trips (2009), Martín Arista (2008, 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, 2012a, 2012b, 2013) and Haselow (2011) conduct analyses of the Old English derivational morphology with an eye to the syntagmatics of word formation. However, studies on meaning associated to word formation processes are less common. The works by Weman (1933) and Penttilä (1956) are taken as reference in the area of Old English semantics, while publications by Martín Arista and Martín de la Rosa (2006), de la Cruz Cabanillas (2007), Guarddon Anelo (2009a, 2009b) and Mateo Mendaza (2013, 2016a, 2016b) have provided deep understanding of semantic primes.

This paper addresses affixal meaning in dictionaries and suggests a proposal of improved entries that offers a solution to a lack of systematicity and meaning coverage limitations. The main Old English dictionaries of reference differ as to whether they include affixal entries and also as to the type of information these entries must contain. The following three dictionaries, authoritative lexicographical sources in Old English, record affixes as individual entries, namely Clark-Hall’s *A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary* (1896), Bosworth and Toller’s *An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary* (1898) and the *Dictionary of Old English* (Cameron *et al*., eds. 2018) (henceforth DOE), although they mainly expound the most representative meaning(s), while other less predominant uses of the affix are frequently disregarded. These definitions have proven to follow neither a formal nor a content-based unified criterion. Sweet’s *The Student’s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon* (1896), in turn, fragments the derived lexicon differentiating the affix and the root, however it does not include any affixal entry on its own.

In order to indicate that a form is a word formation element, dictionaries opt for adding a hyphen either right before or after the form itself. To start with, Clark-Hall bound forms are marked with the label ‘prefix’ or ‘suffix’ in first position, followed by a definition, which can be occasionally illustrated by examples containing the bound form. Three instances of Clark-Hall affixal entries are provided in (1)-(3):

(1) entry for -en to Clark-Hall:

-en suffix I. *diminutive* (neut.) as in mægden (from mægð). II. *to form feminines* (a) *with mutation* (gyden, from god). (b) *without mutation* (ðeowen from ðeow).
III. Adjectival, with mutation, denoting material.

(2) entry for *for* to Clark-Hall:

for- I. denotes loss or destruction (as in fordōn, forgiefan), or is intensive or pejorative, as in forberan, forrothan. It is not connected with the preposition ‘for’. Its original form was fer- [cp. Ger. ver-]. II. occly = fore-

(3) entry for *sin-* to Clark-Hall:

sin- (y) prefix, perpetual, permanent, lasting, infinite, immense.

As can be seen in examples (1)-(3), no systematic definitional pattern is obeyed by the entries above. For other entries, only semantic information is provided, yet nothing is said about the nature of the word formation element. As occurs with example (4), there is no indication about whether *sam-* and *sām-* are compositional or affixal in nature:

(4) entry for *sam-* and *sām-* to Clark-Hall:

sam- (= together) denotes union, combination, or agreement. [ON. sam-]

sām- (= half-) denotes a partial or imperfect condition. [L. semi-]

The dictionary by Bosworth and Toller (henceforth BT) compiles a substantially higher amount of word-formation elements than the dictionary by Clark-Hall. BT distinguishes between affixes, terminations and elements in composition, although their scope remains undefined and to differentiate, for instance, affixes from terminations is not obvious. The entries in (5)-(7) include an instance of each:

(5) entry for *–icge* to BT

-icge a suffix of nouns denoting a female agent, v. ácennicge, bar-ríicge, drýicge, galdricge, húnticge, scéricge (scern- ?), sealticge, synnicge.

(6) entry for *-feald* to BT

-feald the termination of numerals, as án-feald one-fold, single; twi-feald or twý-feald two-fold, double; þréó-feald or þry-feald three-fold, treble; seofon-feald seven-fold; manig-feald
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As shown by these examples, the entries to BT dictionary are not organized alike. For some affixes, etymological information is presented in first position; this is the case of *and*- (and also of *arce*-). In other cases, the entry informs about form associations, i.e. what type of bases the bound form is attached to, although there is no hint of the meaning it conveys (e.g. the entry for *feald*). Most of the affixal entries list a few predicates that are formed by the word-formation element at stake, although this does not always occur (see example (7)). In any case, no entry gives access to the whole inventory of derived or compound predicates containing each element.

In its current state, the DOE is available only for the entries A to I. This dictionary distinguishes between different types of word-formation elements, namely prefixes, suffixes, elements of quasi-compounds and elements in composition. An example of each is provided in (8)-(11):

(8) entry for *arce*- to DOE:

*arce* - Prefix derived ultimately from Gk. ἄρχ-, ἄρχ- ‘chief’ (alternatively rendered as hēah, as in hēah-bisceop, -diaccon, -engel, etc.), borrowed from equivalent Lat. prefix arch- and used in the sense ‘chief, principal’, as in arce-bisceop, -diaccon, etc.

(9) entry for *feald* to DOE:

*feald* A multiplicative suffix appended to adjectives and numerals: -fold
See also: ān-, eahta-, endleofan-, fēower, fēower-tig-, fiftig-, fīter-, hund-, hund-seofon-tig-, hund-seofontig-seofon-, hund-tōntig-, nigon-, seofon-, six-, sixtig-, twelf-, twēntig-, twý-, tyn-, þrý-, þrýtig-, þūsend-feald; fela-, (ge) manig-, nān-, nēah-, þic-, untwy-feald; (ge)fealdan; cf. fyld
MED -fōld. OED2 -fold. Cf. OED2 fold n.3 sense 6.

(10) entry for *fore*- to DOE:

*fore* - In verbal or participial quasi-compounds, usually element-by-element glosses of Latin verbs in ante- / anti- / ob- / prae- / pro- / supra-, where *fore* may be taken as either adverb or prefix (cf. use of *fore* as a prefix in nouns / adjectives /
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adverbs calqued on Lat. nouns / adjectives / adverbs in ante-/ anti-/ ob- / prae-/ pro-)

(11) entry for full- to DOE:

full- In composition, (it) denotes the fulness, completeness or perfection of the meaning of the word with which it is joined.

The entries to the DOE also present certain dissimilarities if the information contained is compared. Except for arce-, etymology is not a criterion to be incorporated in the entries. In the case of fore-, for instance, the entries only mention their Latin counterparts, while no further reference is made to their meaning. Only in some cases do we know about the source lexical classes involved in the derivative process, as in the entry for -feald, but we are not informed on the lexical class to which this suffix gives rise. Another aspect that is not systematically present in all the entries to this dictionary is the list of predicates that are derived with a specific form; in most cases, entries include a small representation of the derived lexicon, although this information is not provided for some others, as is the case of the entries for fore- and full-.

Against this background, the research question addressed by this article is how the analysis of affixes can contribute to complete and systematize meaning definition. The article, therefore, bears on the more general question of how Lexicology can contribute to the advances of Lexicography in the specific field of Old English.

As opposed to Present Day English, the derived lexicon of Old English is associative by nature, which means that word families hold transparent formal and semantic relationships and productive word formation processes take place in this language. As a consequence of the partial motivation of derived lexical items, generalizations are possible that are harder to find in the underived lexicon. Moreover, Old English shows a marked preference for word formation rather than for borrowing, a fact that supports the feasibility of such a study. In this line, a prior analysis of the Old English derived lexicon can shed light on the type(s) of meanings associated to a particular affix and allow both the completion of affixal entries already available and the suggestion of new ones.

2. Old English nominal and adjectival affixation

Nerthus is a lexical database of Old English that is founded on a set of dictionaries that have contributed its main morphosemantic information, in particular the dictionaries by Bosworth and Toller, Sweet and, above all, Clark-Hall. To date,
the database contains more than 31,000 entries, each of which is provided with information about their alternative spellings, category, translation and inflectional and derivational morphology. This database has thus provided the full inventory of derived nouns and adjectives, which are the lexical categories analysed so far. This lexicon adds up to 7,588 predicates. Divided by category, 4,370 are affixed nouns and 3,218 are affixed adjectives. By word-formation process, 2,001 are prefixed words (802 nouns and 1,199 adjectives), and 5,587 are suffixed (2,010 nouns and 3,577 adjectives).

To recapitulate, the units of analysis are, therefore, derived nouns and adjectives, and the targeted processes are prefixation and suffixation. These word-formation processes are gradually applied, to wit, a maximum of one affix is attached per process. As regards prefixation, it is a category-independent process and, for this reason, no difference is made on categorial grounds in the list provided in example (12). Suffixation, on the contrary, is category-dependent, and suffixes are, as a result, presented by target category. The affixes associated to the macrofunctions quantity, size and rank (these will be fully addressed in section 3) amount to twenty-seven (excluding spelling variants), which are found in 223 predicates that have been assigned one of the aforementioned semantic categories. Example (12) presents the complete list of affixes:

(12) prefixes: and-, arce-, eall-, for-, fore-, forð-, fram-, frēa-, ful(l)-, healf-, ofer-, sām-, sin-, sub-, twi-, ðri- (ðry-), under-

nominal suffixes: -en, -icege, -iht (-eht, -uht), -incel, -ð (-að, -oð), and -ung

adjectival suffixes: -en, -feald, -ful, -iht (-eht, -uht), -le, -welle

These affixal morphemes are considered bound forms on the basis of Jember et al.’s (1975) inventory of Old English affixes. This criterion has not been fully shared by the dictionaries consulted, which have considered some of these forms compositional or quasi-compositional elements, while others are simply free forms. Once the affixal material is identified for each macrofunction, a detailed analysis of each affix will allow for its further contextualization within the corresponding semantic category.

At this point, a terminological clarification, which will be expanded in section 3, must be done with respect to the concept of macrofunction. In this study, macrofunctions are regarded as semantic categories whose definition is couched in terms of the lexical functions that are contained in each one. Section 3 also delves into the theoretical underpinnings of macrofunctions and their
definition in relation to lexical functions. This information will be represented in subsection 4.1. and in the final Appendix in the form of dictionary entries, each of which will be duly described in lexicological terms and assigned the roots these affixes are appended to. Subsection 4.2. discusses the contribution of a linguistic-based analysis to the definition of the affixal material. Finally, the paper summarizes the main findings of the study.

3. Delimiting the scope of analysis: quantity, size and rank macrofunctions

 QUANTITY, SIZE and RANK are labels that correspond to semantic categories defined by the lexical functions each macrofunction encompasses. In order to obtain more explanatory conclusions, lexical functions lay the descriptive foundations that permit the definition of more general semantic categories (Vea Escarza 2018, 218). In this sense, Vea Escarza (2018, 222) observes that these categories present certain features that distinguish them from lexical functions. Firstly, the term semantic, when used in combination with categories and in this context, has no necessarily derivational or syntactic implications, contrary to what lexical functions entail. Additionally, these categories can be considered descriptive primitives as no definition can be assigned to them different from the lexical functions grouped inside. Lastly, and unlike lexical functions, semantic categories transcend lexical-category-based distinctions that may constitute a distinguishing factor in the case of certain lexical functions.

The three categories (QUANTITY, SIZE and RANK) addressed in this study form a coherent whole as they share certain semantic components. In brief, in all three cases there is an entity or a property that experiences an increase or a decrease in quantity, quality or status. Macrofunction QUANTITY comprehends the lexical functions distributive, massive and partitive. SIZE encompasses the functions augmentative and diminutive, and RANK comprises the lexical functions magnifier and minimizer.

The full inventory of functions as well as their organization into macrofunctions is to be found in the works by Vea Escarza (2013, 2016, 2018), where the author devises a complete list of thirty-three lexical functions, which are arranged into nine macrofunctions, for Old English derived nouns and adjectives that account for the form and meaning relationships holding in affixation processes.

In Figure 1 below, semantic macrofunctions are represented together with the lexical functions along with a brief description of them:
NEGATION
  priv (privative): absence of a property or entity
  opp (oppositive): the opposite of the entity or property expressed by the base
  countfact (counterfactual): the equivalent to the oppositive function but applied to verbal bases

CIRCUMSTANCE
  loc (locative): concrete location
  temp (temporal): temporal reference
  com (comitative): company or association
  withent (with entity): possession of a concrete entity
  withprop (with property): possession of an abstract property

DEGREE
  intens (intensifier): intensification of the properties denoted by the base
  mit (mitigator): decrease in the characteristics denoted by the base

FIRST PARTICIPANT
  ag (agent): agent of the action expressed in the verbal base
  eff (effector): predication of the verbal base
  fem (feminine): gender change to feminine
  pat (patient): patient of a stative verbal base

QUALITY
  rel (relative): reference relation to the meaning of the base
  ex (origin): the base denotes origin (local, causal, material, etc.)
  like (similarity): a characteristic of the base is taken in order to establish a comparison
  pej (pejorative): negative evaluation of the base

QUANTITY
  part (partitive): reference to a part of a larger amount
  mass (massive): pluralization or collectivization of the referent of the base

BASE
  dist (distributive): scaling of the referent by an amount or number

RANK
  magn (magnifier): higher rank than that of the referent
  min (minimizer): lower rank than that of the referent

SECOND PARTICIPANT
  ent (entity): concrete entity
  abst (abstract): abstract meaning
  pred (predicative): objective type of deverbal predications
  prop (property): abstract property
sta (stative): property derived from a verbal base

SIZE

dim (diminutive): reduced size of the referent

augm (augmentative): the referent becomes increased

Figure 1. Distribution of lexical functions across semantic categories.

This list of functions draws on structural and functional sources. The structural part is based, on the one hand, on Mel’čük’s Meaning and Text Theory (1989, 1996, 2006) and, on the other, on Pounder’s (2000) Process and Paradigm Model, a model that goes beyond semantic relations in order to identify lexical functions between words. Mel’čük’s theory, which provides the foundations of Pounder’s model, conceives lexical functions as a group of formal tools that describe any type of lexical relations occurring between lexical units in a systematic way. The full inventory consists of sixty lexical functions that were first applied to Russian and French, although they are intended to be universally valid. One of the functions this vast inventory includes is the rank-related ‘magnifier’ function, which has been incorporated in this study to describe affixal material designating a higher rank than that of the referent.

Pounder’s (2000) Process and Paradigm Model has complemented the structural part. This author’s model addressed word-formation meaning processes in German and distinguished between lexical and morphological units that partake in word-formation. Pounder establishes the notion of morphological operation by referring to the modification a stem undergoes and the semantic and syntactic implications it has. The emphasis is then placed on the act of affixing rather than on the affix itself, which lacks intrinsic meaning. Her analytical model, although has given rise to a total of eight lexical functions that apply to part of the target lexicon, has revealed some limitations related to the fact that certain functions are only relevant for nouns or for adjectives, but not to both at the same time. Additionally, the distinction Pounder makes between primary and secondary functions, according to which the latter “modify word-formation meanings rather than constituting word-formation meaning on their own” (Pounder 2000, 109), has no effect in the Old English lexicon as there are secondary functions that present the same status as primary functions, being both types applicable to derived and doubly derived lexicon. Pounder’s model has motivated the quantitative function ‘distributive’ and the size-related

---

2 Old English nominal and adjectival affixation has resorted to the following eight lexical functions borrowed from Pounder (2000): ‘dim’ (diminutive), ‘dist’ (distributive), ‘ex’ (origin), ‘i’ (identity), ‘intens’ (intensifier), ‘like’ (similarity), ‘pej’ (pejorative) and ‘rel’ (relative).
functions ‘augmentative’ and ‘diminutive’. She has also proposed the ‘minimizer’ function, which complements the rank-related ‘magnifier’ one. As for these size-related functions, ‘diminutive’ is considered primary and ‘augmentative’ secondary by the author; however, this distinction has proved invalid in the Old English derived lexicon as both apply regardless of the derivative complexity of the predicate.

As regards the functional part, this rests on the main functional theories, which include Functional Grammar (Dik 1997a, 1997b), Functional Discourse Grammar (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008) and Role and Reference Grammar (Foley & Van Valin 1984; Van Valin & Lapolla 1997; Van Valin 2005). Starting with Functional Grammar, this linguistic theory is concerned with the grammatical organization of natural languages. In order to understand the underpinnings of this theory, it is paramount to address the clause structure model, which is based on the concept of layering (Foley and Van Valin 1984) and on Lyon’s (1977) semantic categories taxonomy. The notion of layering relates to the stratified structure of clauses consisting of a core (nucleus and arguments) and a periphery. The concept of layering involves the progressive expansion of semantic-syntactic constituents of the clause through the addition of grammatical features and adverbials. After the predication has been expanded into an underlying clause structure, expression rules come into play in order to specify form, order and prosody and convert the underlying clause structure into linguistic expressions. Regarding Lyon’s taxonomy of basic semantic categories, this seminal part of Functional Grammar includes the Individual, State-of-Affairs and Propositional Content, being first-, second- and third-order entities respectively. Dik (1997a, 93) adds to this taxonomy properties or relations, which are zero-order entities, and speech acts, which are fourth-order entities.

Lexical functions are, essentially, tools devised to describe lexical relations that are found in the lexicon of a language in a systematic way. These functions have been further organized into macrofunctions on the basis of a hierarchical and a semantic criterion, which enable more explanatory generalizations relating to affixal meaning. Macrofunctions are, consequently, the result of the combination of lexical functions and a semantic approach.

Being at the core of functional grammars, lexical functions are relations between linguistic units that encapsulate systematic aspects of the language and that allow for generalizations. In the functional tradition framework, Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2008) developed the structural-functional language theory known as Functional Discourse Grammar (henceforth FDG), which takes the Discourse Act as the unit of analysis instead of the clause. This theory combines a formal approach to language, by which the knowledge underlying the user is described in terms of the units s/he is familiar with and their encoding into Discourse Acts,
with a functional one, in which the grammatical knowledge is put at the service of interpersonal communication. FDG puts forward an alternative semantic taxonomy that is an enlarged version of Lyons’ (1995) and that includes ten semantic categories, one of which, **quantity**, has inspired the lexical function ‘massive’ in this study. In FDG terms, the semantic category Quantity makes reference to both a countable and an uncountable quantity. Based on this category, Pounder has distinguished between singular and plural quantities, giving rise to the lexical functions ‘sing’ and ‘pl’. In this study, as no examples have been found that correspond with an individualizing function that can be defined in terms of singular or plural, the function ‘massive’ has been preferred to refer to a pluralization or collectivization of the referent.

An extra function was necessary to describe one aspect of nominal derivation that is present when a part of a larger amount is referred to, this is the case of the ‘partitive’ function.

Below these lines, the three macrofunctions are qualified in terms of the lexical functions that belong to each semantic category, along with a general definition and illustrative examples of each function (the affix is marked in bold type):

**QUANTITY**

partitive: a part of a larger amount
- glæsful ‘glassful’ < glæs ‘glass’
- healffers ‘hemistich’ > fers ‘verse’

massive: a pluralization or collectivization of the referent of the base
- (ge)fyrhð ‘wooded country’ < fyrh ‘fir’
- scrafen ‘place with caves’ < (ge)scraf ‘cave’

distributive: the scaling of the referent by an amount or number
- twideglic ‘lasting two days’ > daellic ‘of a day’
- drilêfe ‘three-leaved’ < lêaf ‘leaf’

**SIZE**

diminutive: a reduced size of the referent
- sülincel ‘small furrow’ > sül ‘furrow’
- tünincel ‘small property’ < tün ‘field’

augmentative: a referent that becomes increased
- callmiht ‘omnipotence’ < miht ‘might, power’

3 Functional Discourse Grammar distinguishes the following semantic categories: Property, Individual, State-of-affairs, Propositional Content, Location, Time, Episode, Manner, Reason, Quantity. Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008, 135) remark these are relevant in those languages in which there are grammatical phenomena that refer to these categories.
oferslæp ‘too much sleep’ > slæp ‘sleep’

RANK

magnifier: a higher rank than that of the referent
archebiscop ‘archbishop’ > bisceop ‘bishop’
ofermæcga ‘very illustrious being’ < mæcga ‘man’

minimizer: a lower rank than that of the referent
underfolgod ‘subordinate officer’ > folgod ‘retinue’
subdeacon ‘subdeacon < diacon ‘deacon’

Macrofunction QUANTITY has been associated with fourteen affixes, five of which are prefixes and nine are suffixes. Within this group, the distributive function is performed by prefixes twi- and ðri-/ðry-, and by suffixes -feald, -ful, -le and -welle. The massive function applies to predicates prefixed with and- and suffixed with -en, -icege, -iht, -ð and -ung. The distributive function is realized by prefixes healf- and såm-. Macrofunction SIZE is performed by five prefixes and one suffix. As for their distribution among lexical functions, eall-, for-, full-, ofer- and sin- are assigned the augmentative function and suffix -incel the diminutive function. Finally, macrofunction RANK is performed by nine prefixes, distributed into arce-, fore-, forð-, fram-, frãa-, ofer- and sin- for the magnifier function and sub- and under- for the minimizer function.

Section 4 and the Appendix present this full list of affixes in the form of dictionary entries.

4. The contribution of a linguistic-based analysis to affixal meaning definition

This section outlines the methodological underpinnings of the study by focusing on how affixal definitions have been elaborated on the basis of the aforementioned theoretical approach and discusses the extent to which a linguistic-based analysis has proved relevant in the definition of affixal elements.

4.1. Preliminary methodological considerations

In light of the lack of a unified methodology evinced in the way the main dictionaries of English compile and define affixal entries, the model of lexical functions and macrofunctions suggested in this study will provide a more profound insight into the scope of affixal meaning and help present it in a more systematic way. The remainder of this section elaborates on how individual entries for each of the twenty-seven affixes that realize any of the three macrofunctions this study attends to have been created and, more importantly, how a linguistic-based analysis can contribute to affixal meaning definition.
The Appendix (The definition of affixal entries) compiles the full list of affixal entries including the different meanings each affix conveys, the source and target categories involved in the derivation process and a list of the predicates that fit the rule in each case. In order to understand how these entries have been elaborated, a number of methodological considerations are needed. In the first place, the analytical framework rests on previous work by the Nerthus research group, particularly on the principles and criteria of morphological and lexical analysis developed in several scientific works. Secondly, the delimitation of the units of analysis relies on the process the derivational morpheme participates in: in the case of Old English, there are cases of prefixes and suffixes that are formally identical. Besides, certain derivational processes may change the category of the base while others cannot: prefixation, at least in Old English, frequently leaves the category of the base of derivation unchanged, whereas suffixation normally involves a change of category. As regards the boundary between affixation and compounding, the status of units must be used as the baseline for their distinction. In this regard, compounding requires free forms, as in ærworuld ‘ancient world’, while affixation makes use of a bound form attached to a new form in order to express a new meaning, as in sinhwscipe (< hīwscipe ‘family, household’), where prefix sinh- attaches the meaning ‘perpetuity, constancy’.

The general assumptions about Old English affixation are primarily based on Jember et al. (1975), whose inventory of affixes is more detailed than Kastovsky’s (1992).

Once these analytical underpinnings have been defined, the inventory of lexical functions and macrofunctions, which has been presented in section 3, can be applied accordingly. This part of the analysis has permitted to deduce the meanings each affix conveys by delving into the array of lexical functions associated to them.

Below these lines the entries for prefix for- and suffix -en are instantiated containing the aforementioned information:

(13) for-. Nominal prefix attached to nouns to denote an augmentative value, the referent being increased: for-scending ‘confusion’, -spild, -ðahting, -ðeahtung, -wana, -yldu. It also denotes an increase in intensity in adjectival derivatives: for-cūð ‘bad, wicked, infamous’, -dyslic, -fæger, -heard, -hrēred, -lytel, -manig, -micel, -repen, -scyldig, -strang, -swīð, -wened, -wēned, -weordfullic, -werod, -wraçned.

4 See https://www.nerthusproject.com/publications#2.
5 Lieber (2004, 236) highlights the transpositional character of suffixes, that is, they modify the class of the base but no change of meaning is caused.
-wundorlic. It expresses location in some nouns, specifically the idea of ‘being in front of’: for-hēafod ‘forehead’, -ierð, -scip, -sōd. It can also designate origin or relation to the nominal referent: for-gýmelēatsnes ‘carelessness’, ligeron, -mǣl, -nēfe, -rǣpe.


As observed in examples (13) and (14) above, each affixal definition incorporates, in first place, the meaning the affix contributes once it is attached to the derivational base, also the source and target categories involved in the derivative process and the list of predicates that fit the rule. In case the affix is associated with more than one meaning, which is the norm, meaning definitions are added placing the most representative ones in first position and concluding with the less frequent meanings of the affix in question.

The following subsection examines in greater accuracy the contribution of this approach to the definition of affixal material by taking as a reference the information gathered by the lexicographical sources consulted.
4.2. A lexicological approach to the definition of affixal meaning

The proposal presented in this paper has settled on an analytical approach that addresses meaning change caused by prefixal and suffixal processes in Old English nouns and adjectives on the grounds of lexical (macro)functions and that is conducted prior to defining the entries. The fact that the relations that hold among the derived lexicon of this language are relatively transparent, both formally and semantically speaking, has facilitated the identification of form and meaning associations.

By way of illustration, fram- is a prefix that derives nouns and that conveys two meanings: on the one hand, it denotes a figurative locative meaning related to the idea of a starting point, such as in framcynn ‘origin, ancestry’ (< cynn ‘kind, sort; family, generation’); on the other, it designates higher rank, like in frarmrinc ‘chief, prince’ (< rinc ‘man, warrior, hero’). Another example is prefix frēa-, a nominal affix that attaches to certain nouns to designate higher position in an organizational (frēareccere ‘chief ruler’ < reccere ‘teacher, ruler’) or in an intensity hierarchy (frēamiht ‘great strength’ < mihht ‘might, bodily strength; power’); this prefix can be also attached to an adjective to indicate greater intensity (frēaglēaw ‘very wise or prudent’ < glēaw ‘prudent, wise, skillful’).

Affixal entries in the main dictionaries of reference in this language have revealed some limitations. Among the improvable aspects are the following ones. Firstly, it has been noted that dictionaries are not systematic in the presentation of affixal content and, in some cases, relevant information is absent from the entries, including the whole array of meanings an affix covers, the lexical categories they derive or the predicates that contain that affix. To give an example, BT proposes two entries for suffix -en that exclusively contain morphological information, namely that this affix is, on the one hand, an ending of adjectives, and, on the other, it forms many feminine and only a few masculine nouns. However, we have no insight into the meaning this affix conveys when adjectival and nominal. As observed in example (14), the entry for this suffix has been completed with the six meanings associated with it, specifying whether that meaning applies to derived nouns, derived adjectives or both.

Another aspect that deserves attention is the fact that, for some entries, meaning information proves partial or scarce. This occurs with prefix and- in BT; according to this dictionary, this prefix only denotes opposition. By delving into its lexical realizations, we know that, in addition to its privative value, it also has a pluralizer (andgelōman ‘tools, utensils, implements’ < (ge)lōma ‘tool, utensil, article of furniture’) and a locative function, the latter being either literal (andwlite ‘forehead’ < wlita ‘face, countenance’) or figurative (andwig ‘resistance’ < wig ‘strife, contest, war, battle’). In like manner, BT uniquely assigns prefix
fore- circumstantial meaning, while in the DOE this prefix is described in terms of its Latin counterparts. In neither case, however, is fore- associated to rank, a meaning that can be conveyed when attached to nominal bases (forefrēfrend ‘proconsul’ < frēfrend ‘comforter, consooler’), or to a figurative circumstantial meaning (foreðanc ‘consideration’ < (ge)ðanc ‘thought, consideration’). Another example is prefix for-, categorized by the DOE as a verbal prefix. The entry for forð- (see Appendix) proposed in this study reveals this prefix also attaches to nouns (forðfæder ‘ancestor’ < fæder ‘father’) and adjectives (forðmāre ‘very glorious’ < māre ‘pure’), presenting as well noticeable differences in the meanings conveyed depending on the lexical category involved. The entry in the DOE describes this affix in terms of “element-by-element glosses of Latin verbs in pro-”. The definition suggested in this study specifies and considerably expands its semantic value by referring to the intensification undergone by the property designated by the base, its locative and figurative locative nature and the experience of a greater charge or responsibility. Likewise, Clark-Hall concedes exclusively an intensitive value to prefix frēa-, but no distinction is drawn between its nominal and adjectival nature and the meaning(s) associated in each case. The entry for this affix (see Appendix) suggested in this study has discerned two related but not identical meanings of frēa- when applied to nouns and adjectives, designating a higher position in an organizational or in an intensity hierarchy in nominal predicates and conveying greater intensity in the case of adjectival predicates.

It may be also the case that there is a mismatch between the definition suggested by a dictionary and the definition this study puts forward on the grounds of a lexical-function-based analytical framework. By way of example, according to BT, prefix sām- conveys agreement, combination and imperfection, whereas this study resolves that this prefix is related to a decrease in the characteristic(s) denoted in the referent (sāmmelt ‘half-digested’ < (ge)meltan ‘to dissolve, digest’) as well as to a reduction of a whole to a certain degree (sāmbrye ‘partial breach or violation’ < (ge)bryce ‘breach, fracture’). Prefix and- experiences a similar situation. Both BT and Clark-Hall’s dictionary make mention of its oppositive value, although the definition proposed in this study prefers to refer to this prefix as a privative one (andgietlēas ‘foolish, senseless, doltish’ < andgiete ‘intellect, understanding, knowledge, perception’).

Another possible scenario is the absence of an entry with an affixal value in these dictionaries for some of the forms considered affixes in this study. This occurs with the forms call-, ful(l)-, healf-, -le, offer-, sub-, -d, őri-/őry-, -ung, and -welle (see Appendix).

From the perspective adopted here, a study of these characteristics has allowed, in the first place, to complete the definition of word formation elements
as they would appear in a dictionary entry by relying upon previous linguistic analysis. Additionally, this study has provided new entries for those elements that have not been labelled as bound forms by the Old English reference dictionaries. Apart from that, further conclusions can be reached, particularly in what regards the polysemous character of the affixal material under analysis, which means that most of these affixes are associated to more than one meaning. The study indicates that the most polysemous affixes are -en, -for-, fore-, forð-, ofer-, sin-, -ð and -ung, comprising four or more different meanings. Exceptions to this polysemy are prefixes arce-, ful(l)-, sub-, twi-, ðri- and under-, and suffixes -feald, -incel, -le and -welle, which convey just one meaning.

Finally, a brief reference must be made to the distribution of prefixation and suffixation in the definition of meaning. In this respect, a total of seventeen prefixes and ten suffixes perform a function comprised under the semantic categories quantity, size and rank, which evinces that a wider range of meanings relating to these categories is expressed through prefixation, being generally more contentful. On the contrary, suffixation is normally more structural. To illustrate this point, the formation of feminine predicates (-en, -icge) as well as the creation of diminutives (-incel) are realized suffixally. On the other side, the magnifier function, denoting rank, (arce-, fore-, forð-, fram-, frēa-, ofer-) or the partitive distributive function (healf-, sām-) are eminently prefixal.

5. Conclusion

This paper has adopted a lexicological and lexicographical perspective in order to deal with the affixal material involved in three semantic categories sharing a conceptual proximity, namely quantity, size and rank, as has been previously classified by Vea Escarza (2013, 2016, 2018). The analytical framework mostly relies on a structural-functional approach to the derived lexicon of Old English based on an inventory of lexical functions that help systematize the description of lexical relations occurring in the derived vocabulary of this language. Their organization into macrofunctions provides a much more exhaustive and coherent description of Old English affixation based on the lexical functions defined within each semantic category.

Of utmost importance to this study has been to obtain a closer approximation to the assortment of meanings the affixes in question convey and to contribute to their systematization. The main Old English dictionaries accredited in the area have proved not to hold a unified criterion as regards the organization of affixal entries and their content.

A number of valuable insights emerge from this paper. In the first place, the contribution of a linguistic-based study to affixal meaning definition has important
implications in the field of lexicography. This can be seen in the fact that new affixal entries have been devised that had no presence in any dictionary. This is the case of affixes eall-, full(-), healf-, -le, ofer-, sub-, -ď, őři-/őry-, -ung, and -welle. Secondly, a review of the affixal entries that appear in the dictionaries consulted has permitted to identify mismatches between what these dictionaries suggest and what the results of a study based on form and meaning associations have revealed. As referred to in this study, prefix sâm exemplifies this incompatibility evinced by the information provided by the lexicographical sources and the lexical analysis conducted. Thirdly, the collation of all the possible meanings an affix can express has considerably facilitated the completion of the entries in terms of more detailed and accurate information.
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Appendix: The definition of affixal entries

**and-**. As a quantifier prefix, it creates nouns from nominal bases to convey that a single amount of a concrete entity becomes pluralized: **and-lōman** ‘utensils, implements’, **-burge, -gelōman**. As a circumstantial prefix, it is associated to certain nouns to denote location: **and-leofa** ‘nourishment, food’, **-leofen, -ribb, -weorc, -wlita, -wite**, and also figurative location: **and-lēan** ‘retribution, retaliation’, **-sæc, -slyht, -wīg, -wist; (ge)and-weard** ‘present, actual, existing’. It has a privative value in a few adjectives: **and-feax** ‘bald’, **-gietlēas**.

**arce-**. Nominal prefix attached to nouns to convey a higher rank than the one the base denotes, normally associated to the meaning ‘chief’: **arce-bisceop** ‘archbishop’, **-biscoprīce, -biscopstōl, -dīacon, -rīce, -stōl**.

**eall-**. As a nominal prefix, it is attached to nominal bases to increase the referent in what regards its scope or intensity: **eall-hālgung** ‘consecration; all worship’, **-mægen, -miht, -offrung, -wealdend, -wihta, -wundor**. As an adjectival prefix, it is attached to adjectival bases and intensifies the property designated in the nominal root: **eall-beorht** ‘all-bright, resplendent’, **-craeftig, -edern, -gelēaftic, -gōd, -grēne, -gylden, -hālig, -hwīt, -iën, -iṣig, -nacod, -niwe, -seolcen, -witten**.


As a nominal suffix, it can be attached to adjectival bases to express an abstract property derived from the referent: **ǣwfæst-en** ‘legal or public fast’, **fæst-, (ge) fæst-, frīc-, hēahfæst-, holdrēd-, ield-, midl-, myrgr-, swīg-, wēst-. It derives feminine nouns from nominal bases: **ǣlf-en** ‘nymph’, **ass-, bir-, byr-, gyld-, menn-, mync-, dīn-, dīfr-, wiel-, wylf-. It derives deverbal nouns with an abstract meaning: **bēgan-en** ‘attention, observation’, **foreδingrēd-, hīw-, hīwrēd-, sōδeg-, til-, (ge)δōodrēd-. It derives adjectives from nominal bases with the meaning ‘similarity’ with
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respect to the referent: flæsc-en ‘of flesh, like flesh’, hunigtēar-, hwel-, wilddēor-. It can also pluralize or collectivize the referent: āc-en ‘a wood of oaks’, bryð-, per-, scræf-.

-feald. Adjectival suffix attached to numeral bases to denote the property of having as many parts as the ones indicated by the numeral of the base: ān-feald ‘single, unmixed, unique’, eahta-, endlyfen-, fela-, fēower-, fif-, fīfīg-, fōder-, hund-, hundseofontig-, hundseofontigseofon-, hundēontig-, manig-, nēah-, nigon-, seofon-, siex-, sixtig-, ūn-, twelf-, twēntig-, dūsend-.

for-. Nominal prefix attached to nouns to denote an augmentative value, the referent being increased: for-scending ‘confusion’, -spild, -ðahting, -ðeahtung, -wana, -yldu. It also denotes an increase in intensity in adjectival derivatives: for-cūð ‘bad, wicked, infamous’, -dyslic, -fæger, -heard, -hrēred, -lŷtel, -manig, -micel, -repen, -scyldig, -strang, -swōð, -wened, -wēned, -weorðfullic, -werod, -wrauncned, -wundorlic. It expresses location in some nouns, specifically the idea of ‘being in front of’: for-hēafod ‘forehead’, -ierð, -scip, -sið. It can also designate origin or relation to the nominal referent: for-gymlēasnes ‘carelessness’, ligeren, -mǣl, -nefe, -rǣpe.

fore-. Circumstantial prefix that conveys location and temporal meaning. As a locative prefix, it derives nouns from nominal bases with the meaning ‘being in front of’: fore-brēost ‘chest’, -burh, -duru, -dyre, -fex, -hūs, -loc.c, -mearcung, -munt, -rīm, -saga, -seld, -tēo, -tīge, -timbrigende, -weall. As a temporal prefix, it derives nouns and adjectives from mainly nominal bases conveying that something takes place before: fore-āð ‘preliminary oath’, -cnēowrisn, -cnyll, -cynn, -cyren, -gīsl, -mearcod, -nyme, -sād, -tācn, -writen. It also has a figurative circumstantial value, both locative (fore-dyrstig ‘presumptuous’, -geswuteliende, -glēaw, -feohtend, -nama, -rynel, -weard) and temporal (fore-bēacen ‘sign, portent’, -bīcnung, -bōd, -gīmnes, -steall, -ðanc, -weard, -wyrδ). It derives nouns with a higher rank than the one in the base: fore-biscop ‘high-priest’, -frēfrend, -lādtēow, -setl.

forð-. As an adjectival prefix, it is attached to adjectives to intensify the property designated in the base: forð-ancful ‘very thankful’, -gelang, -gerīmed, -gesyne, -māre, -riht, -snote: It derives adjectives with a locative meaning, related to the idea of forwardness: forð-āgoten ‘poured forth’, -bigfērende, -georn, -tīge, -weard. It also has a figurative locative meaning in some adjectives and, above all, nouns: forð-āluten ‘prone’, -āfyrdred, -āurnen, -dēd, -fēder, -gegyrd, -gyrd, -herge, -sið, -sige, -spell, -stefn, -weard. It is prefixed to nouns that undergo a greater charge or responsibility: forð-man ‘man of rank’, -degn, -wif.
**fram-**. Nominal prefix that conveys a figurative locative meaning related to the idea of a starting point: **fram-bige** ‘backsliding, apostasy’, -cynn, -fær, -ierning, -lād, -stō, -weard, -wesende. It also designates higher rank: **fram-rinc** ‘chief, prince’.

**frēa-**. As a nominal affix, it attaches to nouns to designate a higher position both in an organizational or in an intensity hierarchy: **frēa-bregd** ‘mighty device’, -drihten, -meaht, -miht, -recere, -wine, -wrāsn. As an adjectival prefix, it derives adjectives with a greater intensity: **frēa-beorht** ‘glorious’, -fēt, -glēaw, -hrēd, -māre, -micel, -torht, -wēlit.

**-ful**. Adjectival suffix attached to mainly nominal bases to designate the abstract property that derives from the meaning of the base: **æfest-ful** ‘full of envy’, andgiet, andwhite, ār, āweorð, bealu, bismer, brerd, byrst, car, cēast, (ge) cwild, deorc, diegol, earm, edwīt, ege, eges, ēst, fācen, fiac, firen, firenlust, (ge)flīt, foreðanc, frēcen, frec, frem, fyre, fywīt, gāl, gecwealm, gehlyst, gelāst, gelust, gemynd, genip, genhyt, georn, gestrēon, gesund, getel, godanc, gewin, gleng, grim, hearm, hēfe, hleahter, hōs, hō, hreōh, hyst, ield, inwit, (ge)lēaf, leahtor, (ge)limp, lust, līðer, mēð, mān, miht, mōd, nebwlāt, nēod, nied, nīō, riht, rūmgī, sac, scam, scand, scead, scyld, side, slac, sorg, sprǣc, swic, (ge)swic, synn, tǣl, tēam, tēon, (ge)trēow, tūddor, tung, dōostor, dōaw, drēc, dōst, dōym, dōīd, watēr, wam, weorc, weorð, wist, wīte, wōh, word, wrǣc, wuldor, wundor, yfel. As a nominal suffix, it designates a unit of measure with reference to the base: **glæs-ful** ‘a glassful’, **hand-**.

**ful(l)-**. Adjectival prefix attached to mainly adjectival bases to designate the highest degree of intensity: **ful-beorht** ‘very bright, resplendent’, -gōd, -hār; **full-æðele** ‘very noble’, -blōe, -boren, -clēne, -cōd, -fremed, -gedrifon, -gewēpned, -mannod, -medeme, -rōpod, -rōng, -wearm, -welg, -wēpod, -wērig.

**healf-**. Adjectival prefix attached to adjectival or verbal bases to denote that a specific property becomes diminished: **healf-brocen** ‘half-broken’, -clēmed, -clungen, -clypigende, -cwic, -dēad, -eald, -fēde, -frēo, -gewritten, -hār, -hrūh, -hundisc, -hwīt, -nacod, -rēad, -scyldig, -sinewealt, -slēpende, -soden. As a nominal prefix, it reduces to the half the amount referred to in the base: **healf-fers** ‘hemistich’, -gemet, -hēafod, -hunding, -hūd, -mann, -marc, -weg.

**-icge**. This prefix derives feminine nouns from nominal or verbal bases: ācenn-icge ‘mother’, byrd, drīgaldr, hlǣfd-hunt.

**-iht** (*eht, -uht*). Adjectival suffix attached to nominal bases to designate the
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-incel. Nominal suffix attached to nominal bases to denote that a concrete entity is decreased in size: bōg-incel ‘small bough’, byrð-, cof-, ðœow-, hæft-, hûs-, lið-, råp-, scip-, stân-, sûl-, tûn-, win-.

-le. Adjectival suffix attached to a numeral base to designate the scaling of the referent by the amount indicated in the base: sesc-le ‘sixth part’.

ofer-. Nominal prefix attached to nominal bases to increase the intensity of the referent: ofer-æt ‘gluttony, feasting, excess’, -bîternes, -costung, -craeft, -cwealm, -caca, -frœcnes, -fyr, -gedyl, -gemet, -gëmnes, -hîge, -hîgd, -lîfa, -lûfû, -mâðum, -mêde, -mete, -nêod, -sêlô, -sceatt, -sêocnes, -slêp, -smëaung, -tel, -trûwa, -dêarfe, -dreycednes, -drom, -weder, -wist, -wlencu, -ûð. As an adjectival prefix, it is attached to mainly adjectival bases to intensify the property designated in the referent: ofer-blîðe ‘too light-hearted’, -cald, -cald, -etol, -fæst, -fêðre, -full, -fûnden, -geswincfel, -gîfre, -glanged, -grêdig, -hât, -hêah, -hebbendlic, -hlûd, -hrêred, -lêof, -mête, -mêde, -micel, -môd, -môdig, -prût, -ranc, -sêlig, -welig, -wyrðe, -dôht. As a circumstantial prefix, it is attached to mainly nominal bases to form nouns and adjectives with the meaning ‘above’: ofer-baec ‘the upper part of the back’, -blice, -brâw, -brû, -brûwa, -cæfed, -cierr, -clif, -dyre, -froren, -geweorc, -gewrite, -gylden, -gyrd, -hacele, -hangen, -hælfhêafod, -holt, -hrynred, -læg, -lyfîlic, -mearcung, -sêlîc, -sêam, -seg, -steall, -weorc, -writ. It also has a temporal value, meaning ‘after’: ofer-nôn ‘afternoon’, -dæg. It is attached to nouns to denote higher official rank: ofer-ealdormann ‘chief officer’, -mæcca.

sâm-. Adjectival prefix attached to mainly verbal bases to indicate that the characteristics of the referent become diminished: sâm-bœrned ‘half-burned’, -boren, -cwic, -grêne, -læred, -locen, -melt, -soden, -storfen, -swæled, -weaxen, -wîs. As a nominal prefix, it derives nouns indicating that the whole referred to in the base is reduced to some extent: sâm-bryce ‘partial breach (of rule, laws, etc.)’.

sin-. Adjectival prefix that intensifies the property referred to in the base: sin-byrnde ‘ever-burning’, -cald, -grim, -hîwr, -hwyrfende, -trendende, -tryndel, -ûyrstende. As a nominal prefix, it is attached to nouns to convey ‘perpetuity, constancy’: sin-drêam ‘everlasting joy’, -hîwscipe, -nôd, -nihte, -rêden, -sorg, -wrûnnes; (ge)sin-hîwan ‘wedded couple’. As a nominal prefix, it attaches to
nominal bases to convey an increase in size: *sin-here* ‘huge army’, *-snæd*. It also derives nouns from nominal bases denoting a higher rank than the referent: *sin-frēa* ‘overlord’.

**sub-**. Nominal prefix attached to nominal bases to denote a lower rank than the referent: *sub-dīacon* ‘subdeacon’.


ðri- (dry-). Adjectival prefix attached to mainly nominal bases to indicate that the noun or property they refer to is tripled, or that it contains a triple amount of what is denoted in the base: *ðri-beddod* ‘three-bedded’, *-dæglic*, *-dǣled*, *-feald*, *fēte*, *-fingre*, *-fēlre*, *-fōede*, *-fýrede*, *-gēarede*, *-gǣre*, *-gylde*, *-hǣmed*, *-hǣfledede*, *-hiweede*, *-hładede*, *-hyme*, *-lēfe*, *-rēdere*, *-scyfte*, *-slite*, *-strengge*, *-tígeald*, *-wintre; dyr-sumer* ‘three years old’.

**under-**. Nominal prefix attached to nominal bases to denote a lower rank than the referent: *under-cyning* ‘under-king, viceroy’, *-dīacon*, *-folgoð*, *-gerēfa*, *-lāttēow*, *-tōdal*, *-ōðow*.

-ung. Nominal affix deriving deverbal predications with an abstract meaning: *ābisg-ung* ‘occupation; trouble’, *āblǣc-, āblǣwn-, ablǣw-, āblys-, ācēoc-, ācurn-.*
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-welle. Adjectival suffix attached to a nominal base to designate the scaling of the referent by the amount indicated in the base: hund-welle ‘a hundred-fold’.